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NEW CHARACTER BIOGRAPHIES
CARDINAL MAXIMOFF
“Here to Spread the Good Word!”
Cardinal Maximoff is a Russian Orthodox Catholic who has planned to
extend his ministry to the world of wrestling. Having been a friend of the
Last Knight, Cardinal Maximoff has been extended an offer to join the
Knights of the Round Table in Next Dimension Wrestling. In particular,
Maximoff has been taken under the wing of Eagle Richards, who plans to
make the rookie an alternate on the Birds of Prey tag-team. Maximoff
urges Eagle Richards and Falcon Parker that he is not that type of
cardinal, but agrees to join the Birds of Prey anyway.
Upon training at the Knights School of Wrestling, it is quickly discovered
that Cardinal Maximoff is a bit of a pacifist. He is also a man that will follow
the rules without wavering. Maximoff wants to be viewed as an example of
Christian values. He will very rarely get himself disqualified. Cardinal
Maximoff extends the Right Hand of Fellowship to his opponent at the start
of every match. Not every opponent is eager to accept the handshake.
By default, Cardinal Maximoff has been paired against a fellow NDW
newcomer on the rival team, Bomb Chelle. Cardinal Maximoff is uneasy
with accepting matches against Bomb Chelle for many reasons, the main
one being he feels strongly against violence toward women. Maximoff also
feels that it may be seen as inappropriate to be grappling with someone of the opposite gender. The Last Knight assures
him that all will be well, that it is an athletic competition. This puts the young man's mind at ease, and Cardinal Maximoff
agrees to the matches with Bomb Chelle.
Cardinal Maximoff has a unique in-ring style due to his pledge to be non-violent. Instead of strikes and dangerous slams
and drivers, Maximoff uses a variety of wear down holds and takedown maneuvers looking for a quick pinfall. Cardinal
Maximoff has his work cut out for him as he starts his wrestling career.
Team: Knights of the Round Table
Tag-Partner: Falcon Parker, Eagle Richards (Birds of Prey)
Feuds: Bomb Chelle, Navy Blue, Jet Black
Signature Moves:
Crushing Talon - seated senton, signature move of the Birds of Prey
Bound by Grace - octopus stretch
Final Redemption - rolling German suplex
Leap of Faith - rebounding moonsault
SAINT ANDREW’S CROSS - diving crossbody block

BOMB CHELLE
“She’ll Drop a Bomb On You!”
Michelle Mendez is a former minesweeper for the United States Army. She
was given the nickname Bomb Chelle by her platoon for two reasons, her
expertise in explosives and her striking looks. Bomb Chelle is fearless! She
has no problems entering a minefield and disarming bombs to protect her
fellow soldiers. On top of her mental bravery, Bomb Chelle is also as tough
as they come physically. She won the Army Wrestling Championship
competing against men.
When Bob Hagar, who has a special appreciation for the armed forces,
reached out to Bomb Chelle to potentially join his Black and Blue Crew,
she was very eager to accept the challenge. Bob Hagar paired Bomb
Chelle up with fellow servicemen, Jet Black and Navy Blue. She will work
as a third member of that tag-team. Whenever the Black and Blue Crew is
scheduled for a tag-team match, any combination of the three may
compete.
As a singles competitor, Bomb Chelle is set to do battle with fellow
newcomer and rival, Cardinal Maximoff of the Knights of the Round Table.
With this new rivalry, the Battle of the Sexes that started with Di-Smash
and Lambert has now only escalated within these competing factions.
Many speculate that with Bomb Chelle's skill set, she is favored to come out on top in her matches against Cardinal
Maximoff. A natural competition between the two females of their respective factions has also begun as Di-Smash and
Bomb Chelle with have a side feud with one another.
Bomb Chelle's in-ring style is quite deceptive. At first sight, you would expect her to be a finesse fighter, but instead, she
has a vast arsenal of power moves. Many wrestlers see Bomb Chelle's good looks and expect her to be just another
pretty face. However, this woman has the ability to hurt people and she will! Bomb Chelle is can even end a match
abruptly on while on the defensive, with the ability to hit her EXPLOSION finisher out of nowhere!
Team: Black and Blue Crew
Tag-Partner: Navy Blue, Jet Black (Black and Blue Crew)
Feuds: Cardinal Maximoff, Di-Smash, Eagle Richards, Falcon Parker
Signature Moves:
Detonation Kick - fireman’s carry press into a kick to the face
Disarmer Arm Bar - seated Fujiwara armbar
BLAST RADIUS - sit-out full nelson slam
EXPLOSION - falling reverse neckbreaker out of nowhere

NDW TEAM ROSTERS - QUICK REFERENCE
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
● Di-Smash
● Rajah Ring Royalty
● Birds of Prey
○ Eagle Richards
○ Falcon Parker
○ Cardinal Maximoff

BLACK AND BLUE CREW
● Lambert
● B.A. Jerk
● Black and Blue Crew
○ Jet Black
○ Navy Blue
○ Bomb Chelle

PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY
● Biordi
● KnightFall
● Treasure Hunters
○ Captain Adam: Space Pirate
○ Pitt Viper
● The Cheese
● Social Butterfly - Manager

DEADLY ALLIANCE
● Red Scare
● Headhunter Travis Deadly
● Team Deadly
○ Lance Romance
○ Buck Blake
● Jon Heel - Manager

MONSTER MASH
● Vladimir Plasma
● Creature Feature
○ Murky Waters
○ Lycan Moon

HOLIDAY HORROR
● Halloween Hank
● Snow Bunny
○ Pete Cottontail
○ Jacklyn Snow

INDEPENDENT
● FnKen
● Ooolahg
● Far, Far Away
○ Wheebo Rodes
○ Mee’la Twi’ek
● Mythical Warriors
○ Battle Axe
○ Broadsword
Special note: Women are seen as being equal to men within Next Dimension Wrestling. Therefore when intergender
matches are held during NDW shows, women wrestlers are not affected by the Women’s Conversion Chart found in other
game editions.
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